
 
 

 KABIRA JUNCTION 
A Fusion Music based on the Philosophy of Saint Kabir 

 
        Kabira Junction is the Junction where  music lyrics and 
philosophy of Saint Kabir meets.The subtle and sublime message 
that this great visionary (Sant Kabir) conveyed, raised spirituality to 
a different level of astute understanding much beyond any religious 
boundaries.  
We find Saint Kabir, absolutely contemporary and relevant to this 
day, where man alienates man for want of sensitivity and empathy. 
The lucid style of profound message has never failed to fascinate us.  
Every time we visit his dohas, it reveals a unique dimension of 
understanding. 
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        We also realize that Music, which is our soul mate is a 
wonderful medium to disseminate the pearls of wisdom to the Gen Y. 
The compositions adorned with the rich lyrics, purely divinely 
inspired are highly catchy and foot tapping. The compositions 
comprises the different genres like Rock, Jazz & Blues, Reggae 
Qawwali, Indian Classical, Western Country, UP Folk, Baul (West 
Bengal Folk), Sufi, Rajasthani, Punjabi... 
  
Kabira Junction is a small effort made to revisit the wisdom world of 
Saint Kabir with the musical extravaganza. 
 
         OUR GOAL IS TO SPREAD PHILOSOPHY OF KABIR WITH 
SIMPLICITY LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY  
  

 
        Original Concept, Music Compositions by Rahul Srivastava 
Concept Design & Development, Rhythm Arrangement by Amit Joshi 

Lyrics - (Songs written by Deepak Kabir which are based on the 
philosophy of Sant Kabir ) 

  
-  KABIRA JUNCTION is designed in such kind of compositions in 
which the MEANING of KABIR’S DOHA is explained in simple 
lyrical format. 
  
- The Music of this Product (Compositions) is presented in different 
genres like 
Rock, Jazz & Blues, Qawwali, Indian Classical, Western Country, UP 
Folk, Baul (West Bengal Folk), Sufi, Rajasthani. 
    This is Fusion World Music. 
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BAND MEMBERS :- 
  
RAHUL - GUITARS, HARMONIUM AND LEAD  VOCALS 
  
AMIT - TABLA,DRUMS,PERCUSSIONS AND BACKING VOCALS 
  
ROHIT - KEYBOARDS 
  
AASHISH - GUITAR ,BASS GUITAR AND BACKING VOCALS 
  
COMPERE - RITTESH 
 
 
 
YOUTUBE LINKS   
  
1) Glimpses  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9XfOs5DHcE 
  
2)   SONG (AAYE MURAKH INSAAN) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_OoAxFs3dA 
  
  
KABIRA JUNCTION FACEBOOK LINK    
  
 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/KabiraJunction/1512661092329518?s
k=info&tab=page_info 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9XfOs5DHcE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_OoAxFs3dA
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Kabira-Junction/1512661092329518?sk=info&tab=page_info
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Kabira-Junction/1512661092329518?sk=info&tab=page_info
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WEBSITE - www.kabirajunction.com 
EMAIL - kabirajunction@gmail.com 
  
MOBILE -9860336004 (RAHUL)  
           9371018285 (AMIT)  
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